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49,863 live births 50 sudden and unexpected 
deaths of infants and children 
under 5 yrs.

2019 in numbers

That’s 1 every 7.3 days



Final causes of death from presenting SUDI



Preventable SUDI

Some unexplained SUDI include suspected 
accidental suffocation



Many people know what the safe sleep messages are, 

but we want to empower people to understand the 

“why” behind these messages. The clearest way to do 

this is to go back to the basic physiology of a baby’s 

breathing and why it is so important that we protect 

this during all sleep times. Let’s go Back to Basics, 

Back to Baby. 

Why do we need to try a new approach?



How does the tube in Back to Basics, Back to Baby help when 

talking with families?

You will be helping parents and care givers understand how certain 

sleep position or environments could potentially compromise a baby’s 

airway, reducing the oxygen that baby receives. 

Simple demonstrations using the tube to showing how a baby’s 

airways can be pinched, kinked, or blocked will help people to 

understand how accidental suffocation can happen, but importantly 

how easy it is to prevent.



A new narrative to explain the 
“why” behind existing safe sleep 
messages. The aim is to prevent the 
avoidable SUDI – the tragic sleep 
accidents that result from accidental 
suffocation

Importantly for you, an easy to use 
tool.

This education model is based on the Through the Tubes programme in New Zealand which along with the use of a Pepi Pod® has been 
credited with the reduction in SUDI numbers
Credit to Stephanie Cowan at Change for Our Children  http://www.changeforourchildren.nz/



Many of the Safe Sleep messages are concerned with 
protecting a baby’s airways whilst they sleep



A baby’s anatomy and physiology is 
different from that of an older child or 
adult



The “why” behind the messages:

I could accidentally suffocate:



Use the tube for practical demonstration

The tube represents a baby’s airway and can be used to 
show how certain sleep positions and scenarios are a risk for 
accidental suffocation through the airway being 
compromised.



Keep my sleep space clear so nothing can cover my face or 

push against my nose



Watch for my head dropping down to my chest. 
My head is so heavy when I need a rest.



Adding Back to 
Basics, Back to Baby 

resource and new 
teaching video to our 

existing suite of 
resources on Safe 

Sleep Scotland





Thank you

Thank you

contact@scottishcotdeathtrust.org



A huge thank you from all of us at the Scottish Cot Death Trust to 
everyone who has worked throughout the pandemic to care for families 
and keep them safe.


